Characterisation of the calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor antagonists ubrogepant and atogepant in human isolated coronary, cerebral and middle meningeal arteries.
Migraine has been associated with a dysfunctional activation of the trigeminovascular system. Calcitonin gene-related peptide, a neuropeptide released from the trigeminal nerve fibres, has an important role in the pathophysiology of migraine and is a current therapeutic target for migraine treatment. We examined the effects of two novel calcitonin gene-related peptide receptor antagonists, ubrogepant and atogepant, on the relaxations induced by α calcitonin gene-related peptide in human isolated middle meningeal, cerebral and coronary arteries. Furthermore, the contractile responses to atogepant and ubrogepant per se were studied and compared to the responses elicited by zolmitriptan in proximal and distal human coronary arteries. In intracranial arteries, both blockers antagonized the calcitonin gene-related peptide-induced relaxations more potently when compared to the inhibition observed in distal human coronary arteries, with atogepant showing a higher potency. When analysing their antagonistic profile in HCA, ubrogepant showed a competitive antagonist profile, while atogepant showed a non-competitive one. Neither of the gepants had vasoconstrictor effect at any of the concentrations studied in human coronary arteries, whereas zolmitriptan elicited concentration-dependent contractions. ubrogepant and atogepant differentially inhibit the calcitonin gene-related peptide-dependent vasodilatory responses in intracranial arteries when compared to distal human coronary arteries. Also, both gepants are devoid of vasoconstrictive properties in human coronary arteries.